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The simplest model that can accommodate a viable nonbaryonic dark matter candidate is the standard
electroweak theory with the addition of right-handed (sterile) neutrinos. We consider a single genera-
tion of neutrinos with a Dirac mass p and a Majorana mass M for the right-handed component. If
M » It (standard hot dark matter corresponds to M =0), then sterile neutrinos are produced via oscilla-
tions in the early Universe with energy density independent of M. However, M is crucial in determining
the large scale structure of the Universe; for M-100 eV, sterile neutrinos make an excellent warm dark
matter candidate.

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, t 2. 15.Ff, 14.60.St, 95.35.+d

The recent detection of large-scale anisotropy in the
cosmic microwave background [1] by the Diff'erential Mi-
crowave Radiometers of the Cosmic Background Explor-
er has considerably strengthened the view that the large
scale structures seen today evolved from very small

primeval density inhomogeneities. Still, the two primary
ingredients which dictate how structure forms, namely
the nature of dark matter and the shape of the primeval
fluctuation spectrum, remain unknown.

The best studied and perhaps most successful model for
structure formation is known as the cold dark matter
(CDM) theory [2]. In the standard CDM model, the
Universe is assumed to be spatially flat (0 =1) with
90%-95% of the mass density in dark matter and the bal-
ance in baryons (5%-10%) and photons and light neutri-
nos («1%). Primeval fluctuations are generated during
inflation and are Gaussian with a scale-invariant spec-
trum. CDM, with the additional assumption that galaxy
formation is "biased" to occur first at the highest peaks in

the density fluctuation spectrum can successfully explain
galaxy-galaxy and cluster-cluster correlation functions on
scales of order 1-5 Mpc and is at least consistent with the
morphology of galaxies. However, CDM now appears to
be inconsistent with various sets of observational data.
Perhaps its greatest di%culties come with large scale
structure data such as the automatic plate machine
(APM) galaxy survey [3], which suggest more power on
large scales than standard CDM model predictions. On
small scales, the observed pairwise velocity dispersion for
galaxies appears to be significantly smaller than those
predicted by CDM [4].

One alternative [5] which has recently received a fair
bit of attention is cold+hot dark matter (C+HDM).
H DM is usually taken to be a light neutrino with
m„=(920„h ) eV where H=100h km/secMpc is the
Hubble parameter. In models with HDM alone, the pro-
cessed fluctuation spectrum is characterized by the typi-
cal distance a neutrino travels over the history of the
Universe, X„=40 (30 eV/m„) Mpc. This in turn sets the
mass scale below Which damping occurs due to free-

streaming, MFs= 4trp(A, /2—) /3=3X10' (30 eV/m, )
x 0„'Mo. In HDM models, the first structures to form
are pancake-shaped objects of size X„with smaller scale
structures such as galaxies and clusters forming later via

fragmentation. However, we know from the galaxy
correlation function, that the scale which is just becoming
nonlinear today is around 5h ' Mpc. Essentially, the

problem with HDM alone is that X,, is too large: If
galaxy formation occurs early enough to be consistent
with high-redshift galaxies and quasars, then structures
on 5h ' M pc will overdevelop. The hope is that
C+HDM will combine the successes of both models. In

fact, a survey [6] of models with various amounts of hot
dark matter, cold dark matter, and baryons points to

~baryon =0 1 QcDM =0.6, 0 y =0.3, and a Hubble con-
stant of h =0.5 as the best-fit model for microwave an-

isotropy data, large scale structure surveys, and measures
of the bulk flow with a few hundred megaparsecs.

As appealing as C+HDM may be for large scale struc-
ture phenomenology, it is somewhat unpalatable from the
point of view of particle physics. Since there are no

stable, neutral, massive particles in the "standard model"
for electroweak interactions, the existence of nonbaryonic
dark matter implies new physics. Given that the ex-
istence of the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry also requires
new (and probably distinct) physics, it seems already a

great coincidence that QDM and Qb„y,„be as close as
they are [7]. Two types of dark matter imply further ad-
ditions to the standard model with yet another coin-
cidence in order to have QHDM, QCDM, and Qb„yo„all
within 1 or 2 orders of magnitude of each other [8].

By far the simplest dark matter candidate, at least
from the point of view of particle physics is the neutrino.
Massive neutrinos require only the addition of right-
handed or sterile neutrino fields to the standard model.
In fact, it is the absence of right-handed neutrinos that
seems contrived in light of the fact that all other fermions
in the standard model have both left- and right-handed
components.

Here we focus on the possibility that sterile neutrinos
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are the dark matter and that they are somewhat heavier
but less abundant than the usual HDM neutrino. Such a
"warm" dark matter particle may have advantages for
structure formation over both hot and cold dark matter
scenarios. Our work is similar in some respects to that of
Bond, Szalay, and Turner [9], who consider a particle
that is in thermodynamic equilibrium at early times but

decouples before ordinary neutrinos do so that g+, the
number of eAectively massless degrees of freedom, is rela-

tively high (g+ &'100). Warm dark matter has for the
most part been ignored, to a large extent because there
have been no compelling candidates proposed thus far. In

part, the motivation for this work is to propose a "realis-
tic" warm dark matter candidate.

For simplicity, we consider only one generation of neu-

trinos. The mass terms for the neutrinos are then [101

7K 2 46Fermi T F-

where c=4sin (28iv)/15a=26.
To get a feel for when and how many sterile neutrinos

are produced, we derive the equation for r=ng/n~ where

n; = 2 f—d p ft/(2tr) is the number density of sterile (ac-
tive) neutrinos with i =S (i =A). Changing the time
variable from t to a, the Robertson-Walker scale factor
and integrating Eq. (2) over momenta, one finds that

dy ~ d lngg

d lna 0 d lna
(4)

the oscillation time (i.e., sin vt/L averages to I/ ). The
mixing angle and the collision rate are [17]

2

sin (28~ ) =
t '+ [(crE/M)+(M/2)]'

2 —p vt vtt +MVR VR + H.c. ,
[1

(I)
where

where p is the standard model Higgs field with (p) =i
The usual HDM case, wherein the active neutrinos con-

stitute the dark matter, corresponds to jp=92h eV,
M«p} or [p /M 92h eV, M»p}. When sterile neu-

trinos are the dark matter, the relevant mass is M. At

tree level, vR couples only to vL and therefore the most

efficient way to produce sterile neutrinos [11-13] is via

oscillations vL vR. The probability of observing a

right-handed neutrino after a time t given that one starts
with a pure monoenergetic left-handed neutrino is

sin 28~sin vt/L where 8st is the "mixing angle,
" L is the

oscillation length, and v is the velocity of the neutrinos.

In vacuum, and with p«M (seesaw model) 8xt =p/M
and L 4E/(M —p ) where E is the energy of the neu-

trinos. In the early Universe, the observation time t is re-

placed by the interaction time for the left-handed neutri-

nos. Recent work [14-16] has fine-tuned this picture tak-

ing into account the effect of finite density and tempera-
ture on the mixing angle.

Here we are interested in the case where the right-

handed neutrinos are produced at temperatures of order
100 MeV though the production rate is never so fast that

they equilibrate. We begin with the Boltzmann equation

for the sterile neutrinos:

—HE fs(E, t)
Bt

=[—,
' sin [28~(E,t)]I (E,t)}f~(E,t),

where fq and f~ are the distribution functions of the

sterile and active neutrinos. In the epoch under con-

sideration (T»1 MeV) the left-handed neutrinos are in

thermal equilibrium so that fz = (e t + I ) ' = (e t

+ I ) . The quantity in curly brackets is the probability

per time of an active neutrino converting into a sterile one

[16] where we have used the fact that for parameters of
interest, the collision time is always much greater than

I
" d'

y=—,sin'28~(p, T)r(p, T) tT, (5)
2tr eI'"+1 '

and we have used the fact that g~a T =const. For g~
constant, y/H gives the number of sterile neutrinos, rela-

tive to the number of active neutrinos, that are produced
in each log-interval of T. Substituting Eq. (3), using
H=I.66g~ T /mpi, „,k, and taking the limit M&&p, we

find that

13 p I keV

0 g'i2 1 eV M
JJ

(e + I ) (I +x'y') '

fs fs &fs
T e t)E T 8T

(7)

and changing the integration variable from T to x one

(6)
where x —=78[T/(I GeV)] [(I keV)/M]. Taking g+
=10.8 and doing the integral numerically, we find that

y/H reaches a peak value of I.9[p/(I eV) ] [(I keV)/M]
when x=0.19 or T= T~,.„=133[M(/I keV)]'t MeV

and falls off as T for T«T,„and T for T»T,„.
Evidently, the number density in sterile neutrinos is pro-

portional to M so that the energy density is indepen-
dent of M Note also tha.t most of the neutrinos are pro-

duced when the Universe has a temperature T=T,, „.
As will be discussed below, our calculations simplify if we

can assume that g~ is constant. Since g~ changes

abruptly at T=200 MeV and varies slowly for 200
~ T+20 MeV, this assumption will be pretty good for
M & I keV but breakdown for masses much larger than

this.
Our interest is in the structures which form in a vR-

dominated Universe and we therefore require the full

sterile neutrino distribution function. Here, we make the

assumption that g~ is constant. Using Sf'/Bt = —HT
x 8fg/BT and the identity
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finds 16

1 ke lit'

M
fs 77 tt dx (8)
f~ g~t2 1 eV '- (1+y'x')' '

where y
=E/—T. In general, the right-hand side of Eq. (8)

is a complicated function of E and therefore will have a
different energy dependence than fz. There is no reason

to expect otherwise: high energy and low energy neutri-

nos oscillate at different rates. Moreover, these rates

change with temperature. However, for T«Tm.,„ the

lower limit of the integral can be set to zero and the

right-hand side of (8) becomes independent of E and T.
In this limit, the integral is easily done and we find
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fv -(6.0/gJt )[p/(I eV)] [(1 keV)/M]fg. (9)

fs has the same functional form as f~ and therefore

Qs/0„(M/m„)(fg/f~). From the relation m„/0„
=92h eV we find that Qs 1 for p 0.22h eV where

we have again set g+ 10.8. Finally, we note that the

contribution of sterile neutrinos to the energy density of
the Universe at the time of primordial nucleosynthesis

[18] must be &0.5 times the contribution of a light neu-

trino species if standard big bang nucleosynthesis [19] is

to be believed. This in turn implies that M&200h2 eV;
that is, if sterile neutrinos are the dark matter then they
are necessarily more massive than the standard HDM.

How do perturbations evolve when a sterile neutrino

species is the dark matter? Several guiding principles

help us understand the processed power spectrum. First,
structure within the horizon grows only after the dom-

inant component of matter becomes nonrelativistic and

therefore the size of the horizon at matter-radiation

equality XH(a a~)=a,q
fa"dt'/a(—t'), defines a charac-

teristic scale. Second, perturbations on scales smaller
than the Jeans length kJ =—(trv, mp1 „k/p)' (where v, is

the speed of sound) oscillate like pressure waves. Finally,
for neutrinos, or any particle which is not completely non-

relativistic, perturbations on scales smaller than the free-
streaming scale ) Fa= a f$dt'((p/E) )'—/a(t') are ex-

ponentially damped. With the distribution function in

Eq. (9), one can calculate these scales for sterile neutri-
nos. Figure 1 shows the relevant mass scales [=4'
x (X/2) /3] as a function of the scale factor for the sterile
neutrinos discussed here and for an ordinary light neutri-
no dark matter candidate. For light neutrinos, the damp-

ing scale and the horizon scale at equality are roughly
equal (-10' Mo), of order supercluster size. This scale
is the first to go nonlinear. For sterile neutrinos, there is

a large disparity between the two characteristic scales, so
that perturbations with 10' Mo ~ M ~ 10' Mo are pro-
cessed similarly; given an initial Harrison-Zel dovich
spectrum, they should all have the same final amplitude
in linear theory. Power on scales smaller than this should
be completely damped.

In conclusion, we have proposed a candidate for warm
dark matter that exists in the simplest extension of the

a/a. ,
FIG. l. Mass scales in hot dark matter and warm dark

matter as a function of scale factor. MH (solid line) gives the

mass within the horizon. Long dashed lines give the free-
streaming mass for a 30 eY (MFs, 30) and 300 eV (MFs, M0) neu-

trino. Short dashed lines are the Jeans mass for a 30 eV

(MJ, 3Q) and 300 eV (MJ, 3QQ) neutrino.

0 0
100h eV

M
(10)

a potentially detectable deviation from the standard pre-
diction.
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